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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GZ denote the modp Steenrod algebra. Let H*(X) denote the 
modp cohomology of X as an algebra over a. Twisted secondary 
operations can be defined when one has relations in the semi-tensor 
product H*(X) 0 Q? (see [4] and [9]). H ence, one is interested in algebra 
homomorphisms 6’ : 0Z + H*(X) 0 6Y. Gitler and Stasheff [3] note that 
a vector bundle < over X gives rise to such a 0. In this paper, we develop 
the theory from a more algebraic point of view; the advantage of this is 
that we can form infinite dimensional “bundles” and their negatives 
without passing to limits. This leads us to a useful homomorphism 
0 : GZ -+ H*(X) 0 Cl!, given a spherical fibre space f over X, such that 
&a)( U,) = 0 if d im a > 0, where U, is the Thorn class for t. Hence, any 
relation in GZ gives rise to a twisted secondary operation defined on U, . 
In $4, we use our formalism to define a family of characteristic classes 
in H*(BSF), generalizing the construction of Gitler and Stasheff [3]. 
In $5, we use our results to define characteristic classes for Poincare 
spaces corresponding to twisted secondary operations, analogous to the 
Wu classes defined by primary operations. We then conjecture that these 
classes are related to those defined in $4. If true, this would be a 
generalization to secondary operations of Wu’s theorem relating the 
Stiefel-Whitney classes to the Steenrod squares in a manifold. 
2. ALGEBRAIC BUNDLES 
Let A be a connected, associative, coassociative, cocommutative 
Hopf algebra over Z,, . Let R be a connected, commutative algebra over 
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A. We assume R is unstable1 in the sense that, if a E A, then a(1) = 0. 
We define an A-bundle 5 over R to be a map of graded vector spaces 
5 : A -+ R such that 
(i) 5(ab) = C(- 1) I”“l’lb’(a’(t(b)) * &a”), where z&u) = Cu’ @ a” and 
1 a / = dim a, and 
(ii) [(I) = 1. 
Let E : R + 2, be the augmentation. Given an A-bundle .$ over R, we 
define Be : A -+ R 0 A by e,(u) = C&u’) @ a” (see [4] for the definition 
and properties of the semi-tensor product). Our first result is the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. If .f is un A-bundle over R, then Of is an algebra 
homomorphism such that (6 @ id) 8, = id : A -+ A. 
Proof. Clearly (E @ id) e,(u) = a. Now 
B,(ab) = 1 (-l)lb’l.la”l ((a’b’) @ a”b” 
= c (--I) Ib’l~(l~“l+l(~‘)“l) @‘)’ (@‘)) . f@‘)“) @ &Jf. 
Also, 
= C (-l)lb’l.i(a”)“l ((a’) . (a”)’ (((b’)) @ (a”)” b” 
= 1 (-l)lb’l.l”“l t((a’)‘) + (a’)” (f(b’)) @ a’%” (by the coassociativity of A) 
= c (~~)l~‘l’l~“l+l~~‘~‘l~l~~‘~“l Q@‘)“) . (a’)’ ([(b’)) @ a”b” 
= C (-~)l~‘l~l~“l+l~~‘~“l~l~‘l (a’)’ ([(b’)) . (((a’)“) @a”@’ 
= eJab>. 
We now make some definitions analogous to those in the classical case. 
Let 4 be an A-bundle over R. Let f : R -+ R’ be a map of algebras over 
A. The induced bundle f(e) over R’ is defined by f(t) = fe : A -+ R’. 
A-bundle y over U is called universal for A-bundles if, given c, there 
1 This assumption is made for general Hopf algebras A. If A = #& , ol, , or ‘Ot, as in 
Theorem 3.1, we assume the usual axioms for unstable modules (see [4]). 
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exists a unique map f : U + R such that f(y) = 4. In 93 we will show 
that universal bundles exist for certain Hopf algebras A. 
Let ti be an A-bundle over Rii , i = 1, 2. We define the external 
Whitney sum 
6 = & 6; E2 : A + R, @ R, by S4 = C EM 0 G@‘>. 
Let fi be A-bundles over R, i = 1, 2. We define the Whitney sum 
51 0 tz = d(4, g f,) : A + R 
where 4 : R @ R -+ R is the multiplication map. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (I a 5, is an A-bundle. 
Proof. Let 5 = E1 @ fz . 
&b) = 1 C-1) P’lda”l &(a’b’) (g (,(u”b”) 
= c (-1) I~‘l~l~“l+l~‘l~l(~‘)“l+lb”l~l(~“)”l @‘)’ (&)(b’)) . [@‘)“) 
0 (4’ (5,W) . M4”), 
while 
c (-l)i”“l.lbi a’(@)) * l$(u”) 
= C(W) l~“l~l~l+l~~‘~“l~l~‘l (a’)’ (&(b’)) @ (a’)” (,&(b”)) . 5‘l((u”)‘) @ ~,((u”)“) 
= 1 (~~)la”l~~bl+l~a’~“l~l~‘l+l~a”~‘l~l~a’~”l+l~a”)‘l~l~“l (a’)’ (&(b’)) . &((a”)‘) 
0 (a’)” (5,(O) . 52WY) 
= 1 (~~)l~“l~l~l+l~~‘~“l~l~‘I+l~~“~‘l~l~”l (a’)’ (&(b’)) . &@‘)“) 
0 (a”)’ (&(b”)) . i$((qb) = &b), 
by the coassociativity and cocommutativity of A. 
Let E : A -+ R denote the trivial A-bundle over R, i.e., ~(1) = 1 
and E(A) = 0. Let 5 be an A-bundle over R. t has a negative [* if t* 
is an A-bundle over R such that [ @ 5* = E. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let [ be an A-bundle over R. Then there is an unique 
negative .$* for 5. 
Proof. The uniqueness follows immediately as we have f*(l) = 1 
and t*(u) = -C IdIs -34 * t*w, g ivin an inductive definition for g 
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E*. We must show that this inductive definition satisfies formula (i) for 
[*(ab). Note that (i) is true if either j a 1 = 0 or 1 b / = 0. We prove (i) 
byinductiononjaj + Ibl. 
[*(azJ) = - c (-l)lb’l.l”“l .$(a%‘) . f*(a b ) 
la’l+lb’l>O 
= - c (-1) ‘.a”1 I lb 1 1 + (a’)“l.lb’l+l(a”)“llb”l @‘)’ (,@‘)) 
la’l+~b’j>O 
* &z’)“) * (a”)’ ([*(b”)) - (*((a”)“) 
by induction. On the other hand, 
c (--l)l”“l’lbl a’((*@)) . f*(d) 
= - ,,T>, C-1) l~“l~l~l+l~~‘~“l~l~‘/ (u’)’ (@‘)) . (a’)” ([*(b”)) . [*(a”). 
Hence, 
t*w - X(--1) la”l’lbl a’@*(b)) . t*(a”) 
= - ,bF>o(--l) 
I~‘l~l~“l+l~~“~“l~l~“l a’((@‘)) . (a”)’ (t*(b”)) * [*((a”)“) 
- ,,.;;>o (-l) 
lb’l~~a”l+l~a’~“l~lb’i+i(a”~“l~lb”l (a’)’ (,C(b’)) 
- (((a’)“) * (a”)’ (S*(v)) * .!*((a”)“) 
+ 1 (_l)l(a”)“l~lbl+l(~“)‘l~lb’l a’(,$(b’)) . (a”)’ ([*@“)) . f*((a”)“). 
lb’\>0 
The first and third sums cancel and we have left 
- ,Jl>o(-l) lb’l.la”j+l(a’)“l.lb’/+l(ax)“l.lb”/-tl(u’~”l.l(~“)‘[ 
(a’)’ (W’)) * W”)‘) * (q (i!*(v) * 5*@“)“> 
=- 
,,a?;>o (-l) 
l~“l~lbl+l(~‘)“l~lb’l @‘) (.@I)) 
* (a’)” (5*(q) * E&w * E*((q? 
zzzz- 
l,a”&o (-l) 
larl.lbl a’(@‘) * [*(by) * (((a”)‘) * [*((a”)y 
z.z- 
,,a:,>0 (-l) 
l~~l~lbl 0 . &“)‘) . [*((&)“) = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. l* @ 5 = E. 
Proof. 
(t* 0 S)(a) = 1 (*(a’) * g7”) = c (-l)l~‘l~l”“l &f) . [*(a’) 
= 1 ((a’) . (*(a”) = 0 if 1 a 1 > 0, 
by the cocommutativity of A. 
Recall [4] that if M is an A-module and an R-module satisfying 
a(r * m) = c (-1) Ir”IU”lu’(r) * a”(m), then M is an R 0 A-module by 
(r @ a)(m) = r . u(m). The external Whitney sum of bundles defined 
above gives us the setting for a Cartan formula for twisted primary 
operations. Let Mi be a module over Ri 0 A, i = 1,2. Then Ml @ M, 
is a module over (R, @ R,) 0 A. 
THEOREM 2.5. 
41@&)(ml 0 %d = c P&‘) 0 e&wh 0 %I- 
Proof. 
ee, &,(4h 0 4 
= 1 (-l)l”“.l~““‘“l 
&W)‘) 0 EaW”) * (4’ (4 0 (4n (4 
= c C-1) 
Im,l.l~a”~“l+l~a’~“l.l~~“~‘l g&q’) @ [,(@f)‘) . (q @) @ (u”>tt (mz> 
= c C-1) 
lm,l.l~a”~“l+l~a’~“l~l~~~~‘l+l~a”~’l~l~~’~”l+l~~“~‘l.l~~l 
wq’) * (a’)” Cm,) 0 M(4’) * (4” Cm,) 
= c (F-1) In”l.!mll eel 0 e,2(uy(m,) 
3. EXAMPLE OF A-BUNDLES 
EXAMPLE 1. A = a,, R = H*(X), and given an (n - I)-spherical 
fibre space < over X. Let 4 : H*(X) + R*+12( T(S)) be the Thorn 
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isomorphism, b(x) = x u U, U the Thorn class. Define t(u) E U*(X) 
by <(a) u U = a(U). Clearly ((1) = 1. To check (i) we note 
ah(U) = a([(b) u U) 
= 1 (-ly+“l a’(cgI)) ’ a”(U) 
= c (-l)lbl.l”“l a’(Qb)) * &“) u u. 
EXAMPLE 2. A = I&, or ‘a C 8113 , where ‘02 is the subalgebra 
generated by reduced p-th powers, R = H*(X), and given an oriented 
(n - 1)-spherical fiber space 5 over X. Same definitions as Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. A = E(Q,, , Q1), / Q,, I = 1, I Qi / = 3, p = 2. R = E(x), 
jx:j=2.Define~(Q,)=l@Q,~ROA,~(Q~)=x~Q,,+l@Q~. 
It is easy to check that 8 is an algebra homomorphism 0 : A -+ R 0 A, 
however, there does not exist an A-bundle 5 over R such that 0 = 8, . 
REMARK. One might conjecture that every 8 is 0, for some 4 if 
A = LI, or flP . 
THEOREM 3.1. If A = OZ,, CT,, or ‘a, then there exists an universal 
A-bundle y over U. 
Proof. Consider first the case A = GT, . Let 
u = H*(BO) = Z,[W, ,...,I, 
and let y : G& -+ U be defined by the geometric universal bundle as in 
Example 1, that is, r(Sqi) = Wi . This is an G&-bundle over U. Given 
5 : @a -+ R. Define f : U --t R by f (WJ = f(Sqi), and extend to an 
algebra homomorphism. Clearly f is unique. We have only to show that 
f is a map of a,-modules. Letj < i. Then 
Spj(((&$)) = S(SqjSpi) - 2 [(Sq”) - Sqj-k(((Sqg)) 
k=l 
by the fact that t is an &-bundle. The Adem relations on SqjSqi and 
induction gives us an inductive formula for Sqi(<(Sqi)) in terms of 
elements in Im [. This inductive formula must be the Wu formula and 
hence f is an &-map. Now let A = ‘GY. Let 
U = Z,[q,] = H*(BSO)/(P,), 
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j + O(r/4), where r = 2p - 2, and qi = r(pi). Let y = image in U 
of the geometric bundle over BSO, and use the same proof as above. 
For the Wu formula modp, see [6]. A = G$ , let U = Z,[qJ @ E(/3qi) 
and let y = !I’ (geometric spherical fibring over BSF), where 
Y : H*(BSF) + U is constructed in Peterson and Toda [7], and use the 
same proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If t is defined by a spherical fibre space as in 
Examples 1 and 2, then e,(a)(x) v U = a(x u U), where R 0 A operates 
on R in the natural way. 
Proof. 
%4(x) = (1 b’) 0 a”) (4 
= C ((a’) * a”(x). 
a(x U U) = (C a’ @ a’) (x U U) 
= (1 (-l)l~‘l~l~“l a” @u’) (x ” U) 
= 1 (~~)l~‘l~l~“l+l~‘l~lri a”(x) . .f(u’) ” IJ 
= 1 [(a’) . a”(x) u u. 
4. EXOTIC CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES 
The following theorem leads to the construction of many characteristic 
classes: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A = GZ, or GZp . Let ,$ be defined by a geometric 
spherical jibring over X. Let U E H*( T(e)) be the Thorn class. Then 
8,,(a)(U)=OifIaj >O. 
Proof. B,,(a) = C <*(a’) 0 x a” E H*(X) 0 A, and a(U) = ((a) v U. 
Hence e,,(a)(U) = C (*(a’) * a”(U) = C [*(a’) - .$(a”) u U = 0 u U = 0 
by Proposition 2.4. 
Let f : Y -+ X, B C Y. Let a * b = C a,bi = 0 E (H*(X) 0 A)*+1 
be a relation, where A = 0l, or GZp . Let t > 1. As in [9], one can define 
a twisted secondary cohomology operation @..a from Ht(Y, B) to 
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Hl+P(Y, B), defined on I-h Ker bi with indeterminacy C a,H*(Y, B), 
given the above data. 
Now let 5 be an (n - 1)-spherical fibring over a connected space X. 
Letf : Y -+ X be the mapping cylinder of .$ and B the total space of 5. 
Given a relation a l b = C aibi = 0 E AQ+l, we define the associated 
secondary operation 
Qfb : P(T(S)) - Hniq(T(5))/x Im ee*(ui), 
corresponding to the relation C B,(aJ 19,,(&) = 0. Note that @iTb is 
defined on all of H”( T(t)) by Theorem 4.1. 
Let s >, 1. Let Qs be the twisted secondary cohomology operation 
corresponding to the relation 
p~~-‘h-l~p~~-~ + “-i-’ ~,pp”-ipi = 0 E a, 
i=l 
as in the preceding paragraph. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3 ~3~ : fP(T(t)) -+ Hfi+par-l(T(()), r = 2p - 2. 
Proof. We need only prove that the indeterminancy is zero. 
GMx ” U) = bde ( )( * a x u U) = c (-1)1”“1’1”1 a,‘(x) u e,*(a,“)(u) = u(x) u u 
by Theorems 2.5 and 4.1. Hence, we must show PP”-~(x) = 0 if 
1 x / = psr - 1 - (p” - ;)r and i < ps-l, but this is immediate as 
1 x 1 = ir - 1 < 2(p” - i) if i < p”-l. 
To sum up, let t be an oriented (n - I)-spherical fibring over 
X. Define e,(e) E HpSr-l(X), an exotic characteristic class, by 
e,(f) U U = G,(U). It is trivial to check that e, is natural with respect 
to bundle maps and that e, is the Gitler and Stasheff element [3]. 
5. POINCARB SPACES 
Let M be a connected n-dimensional Poincare space. Spivak [8] shows 
there is a unique stable spherical fibring v over M such that the top class 
of T(v) is spherical. We now define some invariants of the algebraic 
2 8 is assumed oriented if p is odd. 
s There is, of course, some choice involved in the construction of Qs in the universal 
example. This proposition shows that once this choice is made, there is no further in- 
determinacy. 
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topology of M, the “secondary” analogue of Wu’s construction. We then 
go on to prove the simplist case of the analogue of Wu’s theorem. 
Let x be the canonical anti-automorphism of aD . Consider the 
relation 
p-1 
x(p""-') x(pP%-l) ) + 1 h(X(P) x(P”“-i) = 0 E ap. 
i=l 
This defines a twisted secondary operation X@S~ as in the preceding 
section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be an n-dimensional Poincare’ space, n > psr - 1. 
Then x@; : Hn-(~8r-1)(M) -+ H”(M) is defined with zero indeterminacy. 
Proof. We first show that %Dg is defined on every element of 
Hn-‘Psr-l)(M). We first note the following relation from [l] or [2] using 
Proposition 3.2. Let m, , m2 E H*(M), a E GZp, such that 
I ml I + I m2 I + I a I = 72. 
Then 0,(a)(m,) * m2 = (- l)lal-~mllmI * x(a)(m,). Let m E H”-(p8Y-1)(M). 
To show t9,(x(Pps-i))(m) = 0 for i < ps-l we need only show 
19,(x(P”-i))(m) . m, = 0 
for all m2 such that I m2 / + n - (pSr - 1) + (ps - i)r = n, by 
Poincare duality. But, by the above, 
~9,(x(P+“))(m) . m2 = m, 9 P+i(m,) = 0 
because 2(p” - i) > I m2 I if i < p-i. We now show that there is zero 
indeterminancy. The indeterminancy is contained in Im 0,(x(F)), 
1 < i < p*-l. However, by Proposition 3.2, 
e”(a)(m) u u = a(m u U) = 0 
in the top dimension if I a j > 0 because the top class of T(v) is spherical. 
Let M be a connected, n-dimensional Poincare complex as above. 
We define an element +s E HP”‘-l(M), by Poincare duality, by the 
condition x@;(m) = m * +, , f or all m E H+(P”+~)(M). This is well 
defined by Theorem 5.1. The element +, depends on the choice of 
QSu in the universal example. We now make a conjecture which, if 
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correct, would be a generalization of the Wu Theorem (see [5]) to 
secondary operations: 
CONJECTURE 5.2. Let M be a connected, n-dimensional Poincaye’ 
complex. Then 4, = (- l)“e,(u) E HpSr-l(M) for some choice of the 
operations xQSy and QS . 
The main obstruction to a proof of Conjecture 5.2 can be described 
as follows. Let m E Hn-(P8r-1)(M). Corresponding to our relation 
PPS-‘(P-l)PPS-l + C hiPPspiPi = 0, we have the operation x@; defined 
on m, and we have the operation QSV* defined on U. It is easy to check 
that %DSb is defined with zero indeterminacy on m . U. We conjecture 
that there is a Cartan formula for twisted secondary operations, analogous 
to Theorem 2.5 for primary operations. In particular, if 
we could prove Conjecture 5.2. We note that Conjecture 5.2 is a generali- 
zation of Theorem 7.2 of [9], which is the case p = 2, s = 1, 
M = Cm-manifold. We also note that the proof given in [9] can be 
generalized to the case s = 1, p odd, M a PoincarC complex. 
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